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RICH Overview

 * Detector originally built for the HERMES experiment:

 * Particle identification from Cherenkov ring size

 * baseline design with two radiators: areogel and heavy gas to extend PID range

 * dynamic range suits well SBS needs (esp. for SIDIS)

5.5 GeV K+

14.6 GeV e-1.5 GeV p-

REAL DATA from NIMA 479 (2002) 511
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RICH Overview: Design

 * large tank filled with radiator gas (C
4
F

8
 for SBS SIDIS):

entrance window 187.7 x 46.4 cm2, exit window 257 x 59 cm2.
 * aerogel array at the entrance of the detector (removable)
 * Light deflected by spherical mirror onto a PMT(Phillips XP1911/UV) matrix 
(1938 elements in hexagonal close-packed arrangement, baseline packing fraction 38%, improved 
to 60% by light connecting funnels)
 * For SBS: PMTs readout by VETROC TDC

particles
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RICH status

 * All PMTs instrumenting the RICH (including spares) have been tested at UConn;
among all, only 22 had unsatisfactory performance;
 * QE evaluated for most PMTs
 * more details in Andrew’s talk at SBS collaboration meeting;
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RICH status
High-level remaining tasks on RICH

* Support frame design and install for RICH + 5-layer GEM tracker assembled from UVA modules: 
~1? month designer time (JLab), ~$10k-20k? fabrication cost (3D model of RICH itself exists)
* Gas system design, procure, and install: 
* Plan to copy/re-use GRINCH design as much as possible, ~few weeks designer time, ~$5k-10k 
cost plus gas cost during SIDIS run = ?? (Heavy gas cost/availability very volatile) 
* Design mounting/patch panels/cabling from PMTs => Front-end electronics (NINO card): 
anticipate requiring some support from JLab electronics group  
* Reinstall PMTs, cable up front-end and readout electronics, and HV 
* Open RICH box, check aerogel and mirror condition, align mirrors
* Close RICH box, check for gas and light leaks
* Commission full DAQ system and optical components with cosmic rays and/or beam 
* Install RICH + GEMs in SBS prior to SIDIS run ~late 2022?
* Develop and execute beam commissioning procedures

NB: this to-do list has been written for SIDIS (for which RICH readiness is pressing 
matters), but is obviously fully applicable to TDIS. Bottom line is when TDIS will be 
ready, RICH will mostly be.
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RICH modifications for electron threshold counter / 
pion rejector

 * In TDIS, the RICH will be used to discriminate electrons from pions, combined with LAC
 * Needs to operate from 1 to 6 GeV;

 * Modifications required:
- No aerogel (since pions would automatically give signal otherwise);
- Different gas (see next slides): C

4
F

8
 threshold for pions is very low (~2.7 GeV);
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LAC pion rejection

La
ye

r 
1
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ye
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e-

π-

Edep layer1
 ≥ 0.5*Edep layer2

LAC electron ID (after track selection): 
* energy deposit in layers 1 and 2 (E

dep layer1
 ≥ 0.5*E

dep layer2
)

* reconstructed energy / measured momentum 3 σ match;
=> 80%-90% electron ID;
=> ~10%-50% pion MisID; 

(Track selection: 
5 hits in GEMs+ 
going through 
RICH windows)
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Cherenkov selection

RICH electron selection: 
* ≥4 PMTs fired 
* R

ring
 ≥ R

min
(gas)

Rmin = 4.5cm
R

min
 = 3.0cm

R
min

 = 2.0cm
Rmin = 2.8cm
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RICH pion rejection: combination with LAC

RICH electron 
selection: 
≥4 PMTs fired
R

ring
 ≥ R

min
(gas)

e-: DIS

π-: Wiser

Evaluated electron ID and pion misID rate + resulting e(DIS)/π(Wiser) ratio
C

4
F

8
 and SF

6
 => up to 10% pion contamination around 4-4.5 GeV (drops after)
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RICH pion rejection: combination with LAC

CO
2
: much cleaner with the same radiator length as other gasses 

(~1% contamination around 5 GeV and above): 85-90% efficiency. 

Design rather crude for now: extension is just a 
rectangular shape same size as window
Ideally we want a trapezoidal extension, but it 
would be heavier modifs of the tank.

Same aperture size
(reduces the 
acceptance)

If we want to improve it: increase gas length

1m gas extension
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RICH pion rejection: combination with LAC

Gas length increase improves the RICH efficiency to ≥95%
=> 10% improvement of efficiency, but with slightly reduced acceptance

RICH electron 
selection: 
≥4 PMTs fired
R

ring
 ≥ R

min
(gas)
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RICH pion rejection: combination with LAC

Looking at overall rates and and identification efficiency: 
CO

2
 design with or without extension seem fairly equivalent.

As is, what is gained in detector efficiency by extending the tank is 
more or less lost in acceptance.

Again,ideally we want a trapezoidal extension, but it would be heavier 
modifs of the tank. (I don’t know how easily the front plate could be 
replaced - maybe Andrew does)
Also, worth it to retrieve ~10% stat? 
 - If cheap and easy, sure!
 - otherwise, debatable
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Summary

 * RICH has a large list of items to be completed to be ready for SIDIS.
 
 * Readiness for SIDIS does not necessarily equate readiness for TDIS, 
but most items required for RICH readiness for SIDIS apply to TDIS

 * Assuming we have on hand a “SIDIS ready RICH”, convert it to 
“electron mode” for TDIS requires:

 * Open RICH box, remove aerogel, close RICH box, check for gas 
and light leaks

 * flush with CO
2
 (much cheaper than C4F8 – even if we had 

greenhouse gas emission tax)
 * develop VETROC/VTP trigger 
 * Modify the tank assuming it’s reasonably easy to extend the tank 

(by that I mean we don’t have to compromise the tank integrity)
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Backup
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LAC pion rejection

Layer 1 Layer 2

e-

π-

Edep layer1
 ≥ 0.5*Edep layer2

LAC electron ID: 
* energy deposit in layers 1 and 2
* reconstructed energy - measured momentum 
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LAC pion rejection

LAC electron ID (after track selection): 
* energy deposit in layers 1 and 2 (E

dep layer1
 ≥ 0.5*E

dep layer2
)

* reconstructed energy / measured momentum 3 σ match;
=> 80%-90% electron ID;
=> ~10%-50% pion MisID; 
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